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ABSTRACT
We present a new survey strategy to discover and study high-redshift Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) using the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST). By targeting massive galaxy clusters at 0.9 < z < 1.5, we obtain a twofold improvement
in the efficiency of finding SNe compared to an HST field survey and a factor of 3 improvement in the total yield
of SN detections in relatively dust-free red-sequence galaxies. In total, sixteen SNe were discovered at z > 0.95,
nine of which were in galaxy clusters. This strategy provides an SN sample that can be used to decouple the effects
of host-galaxy extinction and intrinsic color in high-redshift SNe, thereby reducing one of the largest systematic
uncertainties in SN cosmology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Type Ia supernova (SN Ia) searches of the 1990s provided
the first hints (Perlmutter et al. 1998; Garnavich et al. 1998;
Schmidt et al. 1998) and then the first strong evidence for
cosmological acceleration (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al.
1999; for a review see Perlmutter & Schmidt 2003). Analyses
of subsequent data sets have steadily improved the constraints
on cosmology. The analysis of the “Union” compilation of all
current SNe Ia combined with the results from the Wilkinson
Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP; Dunkley et al. 2009)
and baryon acoustic oscillations (BAOs; Eisenstein et al. 2005)
lead to an estimate of the density of dark energy Ωde =
ΩΛ = 0.713+0.027−0.029(stat)+0.036−0.039(sys) in a flat universe, and a
pressure to density ratio w = −0.969+0.059−0.063(stat)+0.063−0.066(sys)
assuming an equation of state that does not vary with time
(Kowalski et al. 2008). Hicken et al. (2009) recently presented
multiband photometry of 185 SNe Ia, more than doubling
the size of the low redshift sample and further reducing the
systematic and statistical uncertainties. From these results,
it is apparent that adding more SNe will not significantly
improve the constraints on dark energy without first reducing the
systematic uncertainties associated with the SN observations.
Hence, better measured and understood subsamples of SNe are
needed to reduce the systematic uncertainties associated with
our understanding of dark energy.
SN Ia observations remain the most accurate technique to
measure the expansion history of the universe, with dedicated
surveys covering the full redshift range out to z ∼ 1.5. The
Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT; Filippenko et al.
2001), the Nearby SN Factory (Aldering et al. 2002), the Center
for Astrophysics SN group (CfA3 sample; Hicken et al. 2009),
and the Carnegie SN Project (Hamuy et al. 2006) are conducting
ground-based surveys of SNe at low redshifts (z < 0.1).
Programs such as the SDSS SN Survey (0.1 < z < 0.3;
Frieman et al. 2008), the SN Legacy Survey (SNLS; Astier et al.
2006), and ESSENCE (Wood-Vasey et al. 2007; 0.3 < z < 0.8)
are building samples of several hundred SNe at intermediate
redshifts using photometry from 2–4 m class telescopes. The
ground-based discovery of SN 1998eq (Aldering et al. 1998)
with the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS; Oke
et al. 1995) on Keck II was the first SN discovered at a redshift
z > 1. The discovery was soon followed by ground-based
discoveries of the z > 1 SNe SN 1999fk, SN 1999fo, SN
1999fu, and SN 1999fv (Coil et al. 2000; Tonry et al. 1999).
SN searches at the highest redshifts are now done primarily
with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), where high resolution
and low background provide the most precise measurements of
distant SNe. However, the total number of well-observed high-
redshift SNe remains small, with only 23 SNe light curves from
an HST survey of the GOODS40 fields contributing to the full
∗ Based on observations made with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope
and obtained from the data archive at the Space Telescope Institute. STScI is
operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.
under the NASA contract NAS 5-26555. The observations are associated with
program 10496.
37 W. M. Keck Postdoctoral Fellow at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
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38 Alfred P. Sloan Fellow.
39 JSPS Fellow.
40 Based on observations made with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space
Telescope, obtained from the data archive at the Space Telescope Institute.
STScI is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in
Astronomy, Inc. under the NASA contract NAS 5-26555. The observations are
associated with program 9425.
sample at z > 1 (Riess et al. 2007). In addition, at z > 1, even
measurements with HST are limited by both the statistical and
systematic uncertainties in applying extinction corrections due
to dust in galaxies.
Discovering SNe Ia in relatively dust-free early-type galaxies
offers an opportunity to reduce the uncertainty related to
extinction corrections. SNe in these galaxies can therefore
reduce the systematic uncertainty in estimating cosmological
parameters. The centers of rich galaxy clusters are dominated
by such galaxies, and galaxy clusters up to z ∼ 1.5 are known.
SNe in this redshift range probe the gradual transition to the
decelerating, matter-dominated high-redshift universe. Galaxy
clusters also provide a significant enhancement in the density
of potential SN hosts in a relatively small field of view. For
this reason, cluster fields were targeted in early SN surveys
(e.g., Norgaard-Nielson et al. 1989; Perlmutter et al. 1995; Reiss
et al. 1998). Although this strategy became less advantageous
with wide field capabilities on ground-based telescopes, the
expected boost in the yield of SNe due to the presence of galaxy
clusters is still significant in a survey with HST. Discovering
SNe Ia in the early-type galaxies of very distant galaxy clusters
with HST is an approach that we develop in this paper.
In a collaboration with members of the IRAC Shallow Cluster
Survey (Eisenhardt et al. 2008), the Red-Sequence Cluster
Survey (RCS) and RCS-2 (Gladders & Yee 2005; Yee et al.
2007), the XMM Cluster Survey (Sahlen et al. 2008), the Palomar
Distant Cluster Survey (Postman et al. 1996), the XMM-Newton
Distant Cluster Project (Bohringer et al. 2005), and the ROSAT
Deep Cluster Survey (RDCS; Rosati et al. 1999), the Supernova
Cosmology Project (SCP) developed and carried out a novel
survey approach to improve the efficiency and usefulness of
high-redshift SN observations with HST. We used the Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS) to search for and observe SNe
in recently discovered massive galaxy clusters in the redshift
range 0.9 < z < 1.5. Data from this program will be used for
cosmological constraints, for a comparison study of host-galaxy
environment with respect to SN properties, to estimate SN rates
in clusters at high redshift and for cluster studies with results that
will appear in separate publications. In this paper, we present
this new survey strategy and report the results of its first use, a
program called the HST Cluster SN Survey (Program number
10496, P.I.: Perlmutter).
In Section 2, we discuss the survey approach in the context
of SN color and extinction. We describe the observations and
search for SNe in Section 3. The SN yield from this program
is reported in Section 4 and an analysis of the expectations
of increased yield from the distribution and richness of red-
sequence cluster galaxies is presented in Section 5. Finally,
a summary and implications for future work are presented in
Section 6.
2. SUPERNOVA COLORS AND DUST EXTINCTION
Empirical studies have shown that the absolute luminosity of
a SN Ia is correlated with the shape of the SN light curve (e.g.,
Δm15 in Phillips 1993, Δ in Riess et al. 1995, 1996; Jha et al.
2007, and the stretch parameter s in Perlmutter et al. 1995, 1997)
and the SN color (Tripp 1998; Phillips et al. 1999; Guy et al.
2005). Fainter SNe Ia tend to have redder colors at maximum
light and/or narrower light curves. These correlations are used
to improve SNe Ia distances and to reduce the dispersion in the
Hubble diagram.
While it is clear that extinction by host-galaxy dust does
redden and dim some SNe Ia, there is no consensus on how
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to differentiate reddening by dust from an intrinsic relation
between SN color and luminosity. Most studies (e.g., Tripp
1998; Astier et al. 2006; Nobili & Goobar 2008; Conley
et al. 2007) have shown that the observed relation between SN
color and luminosity is considerably different from the average
relation observed for dust reddened objects in our galaxy. This
could mean that the dust obscuring SNe Ia in external galaxies
is different from the dust in our galaxy (which would make our
galaxy rather special). It may also mean that the intrinsic relation
between SN color and luminosity dominates the observed trend.
A sphere of dust surrounding the explosion site is a third
possibility proposed by Goobar (2008).
The systematic errors that are associated with the interpre-
tation of the color–luminosity relation are now comparable to
the statistical errors. For example, changing RV by one (approxi-
mately the difference between the value of β used in the Spectral
Adaptive Light Curve Template for Type Ia Supernovae (SALT)
analysis of SNLS and the value of RB measured in our own
galaxy) changes w by 0.04 when considering the typical range
of color with redshift found in supernova data sets (Kowalski
et al. 2008; Wood-Vasey et al. 2007). The systematic uncertainty
associated with any prior used on the distribution of the amount
of extinction is at least as big. Finally, the current samples of
SNe host environments are heterogeneous, making it difficult
to differentiate the intrinsic color–luminosity relationship from
host-galaxy extinction. All of these sources of systematic uncer-
tainties are similar in size or larger than the statistical uncertainty
in w measured for the SCP Union Compilation (Kowalski et al.
2008).
2.1. A New Survey Strategy
To reduce the systematic errors inherent to the extinction
correction, we designed a new strategy to collect a uniform
sample of SNe in host galaxies anticipated to have negligible
extinction from galactic dust.
The new strategy targets galaxy clusters that provide a rich
environment of elliptical galaxies. Direct observations indicate
that dust is found in about 50% of nearby elliptical galaxies,
but the amount of dust is usually very small and confined to
the central few hundred parsecs (Tran et al. 2001). Spitzer data
(Temi et al. 2005) confirm that most nearby ellipticals have
the spectral energy distribution (SED) expected for dust-free
systems. The clearest line of evidence that dust has little effect
on the colors of elliptical galaxies comes from observations
of the uniformity of the red sequence in galaxy clusters. A
dispersion in the color–magnitude relation in elliptical cluster
members of roughly 3% is observed in cluster galaxies ranging
from Coma to intermediate redshifts (Bower et al. 1992; Ellis
et al. 1997; Stanford et al. 1998). This relation has recently been
shown to hold for early-type galaxies in smaller clusters and
groups as well (Hogg et al. 2004). The observed dispersion is
attributed to differences in the age of stellar populations and
recent results show that the same small dispersion in color
extends to redshifts z > 1 (Blakeslee et al. 2003; Mei et al.
2006a, 2006b; Lidman et al. 2008; Mei et al. 2009). Another
line of evidence for lack of dust comes from observations
of quasars behind clusters—Chelouche et al. (2007) find an
average extinction of less than 0.01 mag when comparing these
quasars to quasars in the field. The small amount of dust and
uniform galaxy population implied by the observations of the
red sequence makes clusters an ideal environment to obtain
direct measurements of SNe. Moreover, each cluster SN can be
tested for dust by comparing the photometric and morphological
properties of the host to the galaxies that comprise the red
sequence.
It has been shown that the intrinsic dispersion in cosmolog-
ical distances derived from SNe depends on host-galaxy type
(Sullivan et al. 2003; Jha et al. 2007). SNe hosted by irregular
galaxies show the highest intrinsic dispersion, while SNe hosted
by passive, early-type galaxies have the lowest. The increased
dispersion in SN distance estimates has been attributed to in-
creased levels of dust due to star formation, as well as a more
heterogeneous progenitor population.
Additional observations indicate that SNe Ia properties are
correlated with host-galaxy properties. The average SN Ia hosted
by a passive galaxy has a faster rise and fall than the average
SN Ia hosted by a star-forming galaxy (Sullivan et al. 2006).
The rate of SN Ia production per unit mass increases by a
factor of ∼ 20 across the Hubble sequence from passive to
irregular galaxies (Mannucci et al. 2005). Finally, Hamuy et al.
(2000) and Takanashi et al. (2008) show that a subsample of
elliptical-hosted SNe populates a much smaller area of color-
stretch parameter space than the full sample of SNe.
By targeting massive galaxy clusters and the associated
overdensities of early-type and late-type galaxies, we develop a
technique that boosts the yield of SNe at a specific and controlled
redshift. Using the most distant clusters known at the time of
the program, the HST Cluster SN Survey yields a much higher
number of z > 1 SNe than would be expected for a blank-field
search with the same areal coverage. In addition, this survey
strategy minimizes the systematic uncertainty resulting from
the degeneracy between intrinsic SN color and extinction from
dust. This program also permits a study of SN progenitors in
the richest environments in the universe. A large sample of
elliptical-hosted SNe characterized by the cluster red sequences
therefore reduces several of the systematic errors associated
with a broader sample of SNe.
3. THE HST CLUSTER SN SURVEY
Massive high-redshift galaxy clusters were observed using
ACS on HST from 2005 July until 2006 December. Clusters
were chosen from X-ray, optical, and IR surveys and cover a
redshift range 0.9 < z < 1.5. Of the 25 clusters in the sample,
23 have spectroscopically confirmed redshifts. The remaining
two clusters have redshift estimates from the photometric
properties of the galaxies in the overdense region. Cluster
positions, redshifts, and references can be found in Table 1. The
cluster RCS022144-0321.7 (Cluster D) also was discovered and
spectroscopically confirmed independently by Andreon et al.
(2008a) under the designation RzCS 052.
The survey strategy was expected to produce more than
one SN per field and an elliptical-hosted SN Ia in every
other field due to the presence of clusters in addition to field
galaxies. The high rate of SNe allowed a simple strategy for
scheduling search and follow-up observations. Clusters around
a redshift z = 1 were observed approximately once every
26 days. Clusters at redshifts z > 1.3 were observed once
every 20 days to increase the number of photon counts per
light curve for comparable constraints on these fainter, more
distant SNe. The average visibility window in two-gyro mode
was 4–5 months, resulting in an average of 7–8 HST visits per
cluster.
Using a reduction pipeline that will be described in detail in N.
Suzuki et al. (2009, in preparation), four dithered exposures in
the F850LP (hereafter z850) filter were used for the prescheduled
search and follow-up observations. Pixels contaminated by
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Table 1
Cluster Positions and Redshifts
ID Cluster R.A. (J2000) Decl. (J2000) Redshift Discovery Nredb
A XMMXCS J2215.9-1738 22h15m58.s5 −17◦38′02′′ 1.45 X-ray 17.3 ± 3.1
B XMMU J2205.8-0159 22h05m50.s7 −01◦59′30′′ 1.12 X-ray 4.9 ± 2.2
C XMMU J1229.4+0151 12h29m28.s8 +01◦51′34′′ 0.98 X-ray 35.9 ± 2.6
D RCS022144-0321.7 02h21m41.s9 −03◦21′47′′ 1.02 Optical 32.2 ± 2.6
E WARP J1415.1+3612 14h15m11.s1 +36◦12′03′′ 1.03 X-ray 17.2 ± 2.6
F ISCS J1432.4+3332 14h32m29.s1 +33◦32′48′′ 1.11 IR-Spitzer 20.7 ± 2.3
G ISCS J1429.3+3437 14h29m18.s5 +34◦37′25′′ 1.26 IR-Spitzer 12.1 ± 3.1
H ISCS J1434.5+3427 14h34m28.s5 +34◦26′22′′ 1.24 IR-Spitzer 17.8 ± 2.8
I ISCS J1432.6+3436 14h32m38.s3 +34◦36′49′′ 1.34 IR-Spitzer 2.5 ± 3.2
J ISCS J1434.7+3519 14h34m46.s3 +35◦19′45′′ 1.37 IR-Spitzer 2.7 ± 3.2
K ISCS J1438.1+3414 14h38m09.s5 +34◦14′19′′ 1.41 IR-Spitzer 30.0 ± 3.1
L ISCS J1433.8+3325 14h33m51.s1 +33◦25′51′′ 1.5a IR-Spitzer −2.3 ± 3.2
M Cl J1604+4304 16h04m22.s6 +43◦04′39′′ 0.90 Optical 10.8 ± 2.6
N RCS022056-0333.4 02h20m55.s7 −03◦33′10′′ 1.03 Optical 24.4 ± 2.5
P RCS033750-2844.8 03h37m50.s4 −28◦44′28′′ 1.1a Optical 10.9 ± 2.2
Q RCS043934-2904.7 04h39m38.s0 −29◦04′55′′ 0.95 Optical 17.4 ± 2.7
R XLSS J0223.0-0436 02h23m03.s7 −04◦36′18′′ 1.22 X-ray 20.1 ± 2.8
S RCS215641-0448.1 21h56m42.s1 −04◦48′04′′ 1.07 Optical 10.2 ± 2.1
T RCS2-151104+0903.3 15h11m03.s8 +09◦03′15′′ 0.97 Optical 6.8 ± 2.4
U RCS234526-3632.6 23h45m27.s3 −36◦32′50′′ 1.04 Optical 17.3 ± 2.3
V RCS231953+0038.0 23h19m53.s3 +00◦38′13′′ 0.91 Optical 22.6 ± 2.5
W RX J0848.9+4452 08h48m56.s2 +44◦52′00′′ 1.26 X-ray 11.7 ± 3.1
X RDCS J0910+5422 09h10m44.s9 +54◦22′08′′ 1.11 X-ray 12.8 ± 2.0
Y RDCS J1252.9-2927 12h52m54.s4 −29◦27′17′′ 1.23 X-ray 26.3 ± 2.9
Z XMMU J2235.3-2557 22h35m20.s6 −25◦57′42′′ 1.39 X-ray 14.9 ± 3.0
Notes.
a Photometric redshift.
b Nred is described in the Appendix.
References. (A) Stanford et al. 2006; Hilton et al. 2007; (B and C) Bohringer et al. 2005; (D) Andreon et al. 2008a, 2008b;
(E) Perlman et al. 2002; (F) Elston et al. 2006; (G, I, J, and L) Eisenhardt et al. 2008; (H) Brodwin et al. 2006; (K) Stanford et al.
2005; (M) Postman et al. 2001; (N, U) D. G. Gilbank et al. 2009, in preparation; (Q) Cain et al. 2008; (R) Andreon et al. 2005;
Bremer et al. 2006; (S) Gilbank et al. 2008; (V) Hicks et al. 2008; (W) Rosati et al. 1999; (X) Stanford et al. 2002; (Y) Rosati et al.
2004; (Z) Mullis et al. 2005.
cosmic rays were identified and de-weighted in the individual
exposures. The four exposures were stacked using MultiDrizzle
(Fruchter & Hook 2002; Koekemoer et al. 2002). For the work
presented here, an output pixel scale of 0.′′05 was used. This
strategy also included a fifth exposure in the F775W (hereafter
i775) filter. The second band was intended to study the intrinsic
color variation of SNe Ia and to measure the red sequence in
the galaxy clusters. Thus by the end of the survey, modulo end
effects, every SN was observed with a fully sampled light curve
in two bands even without additional follow-up observations. A
summary of the observations can be found in Table 2. A more
detailed description of the targets is found in Section 5 and the
Appendix.
Immediately following each exposure, the z850 image was
searched for SNe using the initial visit as a reference following
the technique developed for the earliest SCP surveys (Perlmutter
et al. 1995, 1997) and used most recently in Kuznetsova et al.
(2008). Supernovae at z > 1 were typically discovered before
maximum brightness, at a Vega magnitude of roughly 24–24.5
with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of ∼ 6–15 depending on the
discovery phase and the level of host-galaxy contamination.
The observations in this survey were spaced in time to provide
at least three light-curve points around maximum light in the
i775 and z850 filters. Observations of a typical SN Ia provide the
data for light-curve fits with an uncertainty of 0.06 on the rest-
frame B-band peak magnitude and 0.05 on the stretch parameter
at z = 1. A typical SN in this program has an uncertainty of
0.08 on the rest-frame B-band magnitude and 0.08 on the stretch
parameter around z = 1.3.
Upon discovery of an SN, we obtained ground-based spec-
troscopy using prescheduled time on Keck or Subaru, or using
queue mode observations at Very Large Telescope (VLT). Spec-
troscopy was used primarily for precise redshifts and confirma-
tion of galaxy type and in some cases for a spectral typing of
the SN itself. Because the old stellar populations of early-type
galaxies overwhelmingly host SNe Ia (Cappellaro et al. 1999;
Hakobyan et al. 2008), host spectra were used to infer SN type.
By targeting early-type galaxies, this strategy therefore avoids
the expensive ToO grism observations on ACS that are typically
required to determine the type of high-redshift SNe. Orbits that
would normally be used for spectroscopy were used instead to
search additional fields for SNe. After discovery and confirma-
tion that a SN is at a redshift 1.0 < z < 1.3, we scheduled one
additional NIC2 F110W observation within ±5 days of the SN
light-curve peak. Full NICMOS light curves consisting of be-
tween four and nine orbits were obtained for the highest redshift
SNe Ia (z > 1.3).
In total, the program consisted of 188 prescheduled orbits
with ACS and 31 follow-up orbits with NICMOS. We dedicated
19 nights with the Faint Object Camera and Spectrograph
(FOCAS; Kashikawa et al. 2002) on Subaru, four nights with
the LRIS on Keck I, four nights with the Deep Imaging Multi-
Object Spectrograph (DEIMOS; Faber et al. 2003) on Keck
II, and 32 hr of queue mode with the Focal Reducer and Low
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Table 2
Number of Visits and Total Integration Times
ID i775 Visits i775 Integ. (s) z850 Visits z850 Integ. (s)
A 4 3320 8 16935
B 8 4535 9 11380
C 8 4110 8 10940
D 5 2015 8 13360
E 7 2425 7 9920
F 9 4005 9 12440
G 5 2670 9 15600
H 5 2685 9 13320
I 5 2235 6 8940
J 4 1920 7 11260
K 5 2155 7 10620
L 4 1845 8 12280
M 7 2445 7 10160
N 6 2955 9 14420
P 4 1560 8 12885
Q 4 2075 9 15530
R 6 3380 9 14020
S 4 2060 4 5440
T 5 2075 5 7120
U 8 4450 8 9680
V 5 2400 5 6800
W 3 1060 6 10400
X 6 2250 7 11000
Y 3 1065 6 9070
Z 7 8150 9 14400
Notes. Observations were modified 2 months into the survey to
include an i775 exposure in each orbit. Before this time, targets were
observed in only the z850 filter.
Dispersion Spectrographs (FORS1 and FORS2; Appenzeller
et al. 1998) on Antu and Kueyen (Unit 1 and Unit 2 of the ESO
VLT) for spectroscopic follow-up observations.
4. FIRST RESULTS FROM THE HST CLUSTER SN
SURVEY
4.1. ACS SN Discoveries
In total, 39 SN candidates were discovered in the ACS images.
A legitimate SN candidate was required to have consistent
signal in each of the four individual exposures in the z850
filter regardless of the reference image that was used. Several
false detections were identified due to bad pixels in reference
images. In addition, several transient objects were determined to
be active galactic nuclei (AGNs) due to obvious spectroscopic
features. The 39 SN candidates occurred away from the core of
the host galaxy or were hosted by a galaxy with no spectroscopic
evidence of AGN activity. All candidates that satisfy these
criteria are identified as SNe throughout the remainder of the
text.
The SNe in the targeted clusters are reported in Table 3 and
the SNe discovered in the field are reported in Table 4. The
constant prescheduled cadence of observations provided full
light curves of most high-redshift SNe as shown in Figure 1.
SN hosts with the properties of red-sequence (or early-type)
galaxies were identified in a preliminary analysis as described
in the Appendix. We obtained at least three observations with
S/N > 5 for eight of the nine SNe hosted by galaxies with
color and magnitude near the red sequence at their redshift (one
other SN was discovered near the edge of the orbital visibility
window).
Table 3
SNe Hosted by Spectroscopically Confirmed Cluster Members
SN Name SN Cluster Galaxy Distance from Distance from
Nickname ID Redshift (z) Center (kpc) Center (′′)
SN SCP06B4 Michaela B 1.117 143 17.4
SN SCP06C1a Midge C 0.98 471 58.8
SN SCP05D0a,b Frida D 1.015 47 6.1
SN SCP06F12 Caleb F 1.110 407 49.4
SN SCP06H5b Emma H 1.231 111 13.3
SN SCP06K0b Tomo K 1.415 20 2.4
SN SCP06K18b Alexander K 1.411 791 93.1
SN SCP06R12b Jennie R 1.212 428 51.3
SN SCP06U4a,b Julia U 1.050 318 39.1
Notes.
a Spectroscopy indicates likely SN Ia.
b Denotes host galaxy with color and magnitude consistent with the cluster red
sequence.
Table 4
SNe Hosted by Field Galaxies and Galaxies with Unknown Redshift
SN Name SN Nickname Cluster ID Galaxy Redshift (z)
z > 0.95
SN SCP06A4a Aki A 1.193
SN SCP06C0b Noa C 1.092
SN SCP05D6b Maggie D 1.315
SN SCP06G3 Brian G 0.962
SN SCP06G4a,b Shaya G 1.350
SN SCP06N33 Naima N 1.188
SN SCP06T1 Jane T 1.112
z < 0.95 or redshift unknown
SN SCP06B3 Isabella B 0.744
SN SCP06C7 Onsi C 0.606
SN SCP05D55 D · · ·
SN SCP06E12 E · · ·
SN SCP06F6c F · · ·
SN SCP06F8 Ayako F · · ·
SN SCP06H3a Elizabeth H 0.851
SN SCP06L21 L · · ·
SN SCP05N10 Tobias N 0.203
SN SCP06N32 N · · ·
SN SCP05P1 Gabe P 0.926
SN SCP05P9a Lauren P 0.821
SN SCP06Q31 Q · · ·
SN SCP06U2 William U 0.543
SN SCP06U6 U · · ·
SN SCP06U7 Ingvar U 0.892
SN SCP06X18 X · · ·
SN SCP06X26 Joe X · · ·
SN SCP06X27 Olivia X 0.435
SN SCP06Z5a Adrian Z 0.623
SN SCP06Z13 Z · · ·
SN SCP06Z52 Z · · ·
SN SCP06Z53 Z · · ·
Notes.
a Spectroscopy indicates likely SN Ia.
b Denotes host galaxy with color and magnitude consistent with the
red sequence at the galaxy redshift.
c Unusual SN-like transient described in Barbary et al. (2009).
4.2. Spectroscopic Follow-up
In this paper, we describe the observations that were taken
with FORS1, FORS2, and DEIMOS. The FOCAS observa-
tions are described in Morokuma et al. (2009) and the LRIS
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Table 5
Spectroscopically Targeted SNe and Hosts
ID Cluster Instrument SN Names
A XMMXCS J2215.9-1738 FORS2 SN SCP06A4
C XMMU J1229.4+0151 FORS2 SNe SCP06C0, SCP06C1, SCP06C7
D RCS J0221.6-0347 FORS1/2 SNe SCP05D0, SCP05D6
F ISCS J1432.4+3332 FORS2 SN SCP06F6a
R XLSS J0223.0-0436 FORS2 SN SCP06R12
U RCS J2345.4-3632 FORS2 SNe SCP06U2, SCP06U4, SCP06U6a, SCP06U7
Z XMMU J2235.2-2557 FORS2 SNe SCP06Z5, SCP06Z13a
F ISCS J1432.4+3332 DEIMOS SN SCP06F12
H ISCS J1434.4+3426 DEIMOS SN SCP06H5
K ISCS J1438.1+3414 DEIMOS SNe SCP06K0, SCP06K18
L ISCS J1433.8+3325 DEIMOS SN SCP06L21a
R XLSS J0223.0-0436 DEIMOS SN SCP06R12
V RCS J2319.8+0038 DEIMOS SN SCP06V6b
Notes.
a Redshift undetermined.
b Spectroscopically confirmed as AGN.
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Figure 1. Light curves and z850 AB magnitudes of the high-redshift SNe
discovered in the survey. Each light curve is labeled with the SN redshift in the
same color. NICMOS and i775 observations are not shown, nor are additional
SNe at z < 0.8.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
observation of the unusual transient SN SCP06F6 is described
in Barbary et al. (2009).
4.2.1. Observations with FORS1 and FORS2
With the exception of the unusual transient SN SCP06F6
(Barbary et al. 2009), the FORS1 and FORS2 observations were
performed with the 300I grism and the OG590 order sorting
filter. This configuration provides a wavelength range starting
at 5900 Å and extending to approximately 10000 Å with a
dispersion of 2.3 Å per pixel. SN SCP06F6 was observed with
the 300V grism covering a wavelength range of 3900–8300 Å
without an order sorting filter.
Since the observations had to be carried out on short notice
(we wanted the SN to be observed while it was near maximum
light), most multislit observations were done with the multi-
object spectroscopic (MOS) mode of FORS2 rather than with
precut masks. The MOS mode consists of 19 movable slits (with
lengths that vary between 20′′ and 22′′) that can be inserted into
the focal plane. The slit width was set to 1′′. On one occasion, we
used the long slit mode on FORS1 (cluster D) and on one other
occasion, when the MOS mode was unavailable on FORS2, we
used a precut mask (cluster C).
In observations when the SN was near maximum light, one
movable slit was placed on the supernova. The other movable
slits were placed on candidate cluster galaxies or field galaxies.
Later, once the supernova had faded from view, a new mask was
designed. Again, one movable slit was placed on the host without
SN light and other movable slits were placed on candidate cluster
galaxies or field galaxies. Apart from the host of the SN, we did
not re-observe galaxies for which redshifts could be derived
from the spectra that were obtained in the first mask.
Most clusters were observed at least twice and thus have
extensive spectroscopic coverage. For each setup, between two
and nine exposures with exposure times varying between 600
and 900 s were taken. Between each exposure, the telescope was
moved a few arcseconds along the slit direction. These offsets,
which shift the spectra along detector columns, allow one to
remove detector fringes. The process is described in Hilton
et al. (2007) where additional details of data processing are
found.
FORS1 and FORS2 were used to observe 14 candidates in
seven clusters. A list of the clusters that were targeted with
FORS1 and FORS2 is given in Table 5. The total integration
times, date of observations, and other details of the spectroscopic
follow-up of clusters D, F, and R are listed in Table 6. Details
for clusters A, C, U, and Z are presented in Hilton et al. (2007),
Santos et al. (2009), D. G. Gilbank et al. (2009, in preparation),
and Rosati et al. (2009), respectively.
4.2.2. Observations with DEIMOS
DEIMOS was used to observe the hosts of SN candidates
in six clusters. A list of the clusters that were targeted with
DEIMOS are given in Table 5. All observations were done
using the 600ZD grating and the OG550 order sorting filter.
This configuration has a typical wavelength coverage of 5000–
10000 Å and a dispersion of 0.64 Å per pixel.
All DEIMOS observations were done with slit masks con-
taining between 24 and 90 slits with a width of 1′′. In all masks,
slits were placed on SN candidate host galaxies. Other slits
were inserted on candidate cluster galaxies and field galaxies as
space allowed. Spectroscopically measured redshifts for clusters
F (ISCS J1432.4+3332), H (ISCS J1434.5+3427), and K (ISCS
J1438.1+3414) are presented in Eisenhardt et al. (2008). Details
for clusters R (XLLS J0223+0-0436), L (ISCS J1433.8+3325),
and V (RCS J2319.8+0038) are presented in Table 6.
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Figure 2. Left: the panels on the left-hand side demonstrate the discovery of SN SCP06C1 from the ACS images labeled “NEW” (host galaxy with SN light), “REF”
(host only), and “SUB” (residual after subtracting the reference image of the host galaxy). This SN occurred along the line of sight to a large background galaxy at
z = 1.091. The main panel shows the much brighter background galaxy centered west of the SN position and the potential SN host which lies NE of the SN position
but does not have spectroscopic confirmation. Right/upper panel: the FORS2 spectrum of SN SCP06C1, a secure SN Ia at z = 0.98. The [O ii] λλ3727 doublet
from the background galaxy can be seen in the spectrum. The spectrum is plotted in the observer frame. Strong telluric absorption features have been removed. The
residuals are marked with “⊕.” Right/lower panel: after subtracting the spectrum of the background galaxy, the spectrum is re-binned and plotted in the rest frame.
The spectrum of SN 1989B at maximum light, plotted as the blue continuous line, is the best matching nearby SN Ia.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Table 6
Observing Details for Spectroscopic Follow-up
ID Instrument Mode Slits Grating or Grism/Filter Exposure Times Air Mass Date (UT)
D FORS1 LSS 1 300I/OG590 7 × 750 1.1 2005 Aug 17
D FORS2 MOS 13 300I/OG590 6 × 900 1.1 2005 Dec 19
R FORS2 MOS 12 300I/OG590 4 × 700 1.1 2006 Aug 31
R FORS2 MOS 12 300I/OG590 6 × 900 1.1 2006 Sep 30
F FORS2 MOS 19 300V 2 × 600 2.1 2006 May 20
R DEIMOS MOS 45 600ZD/OG550 3 × 1200 1.1 2006 Aug 28
R DEIMOS MOS 42 600ZD/OG550 4 × 1800 1.3 2006 Aug 28
R DEIMOS MOS 36 600ZD/OG550 4 × 1800 1.1 2007 Oct 13
V DEIMOS MOS 24 600ZD/OG550 4 × 1800 1.1 2006 Aug 28
For each DEIMOS slit mask three or four exposures with
exposure times varying from 1200 s to 1800 s were taken. We
reduced the DEIMOS images with a slightly modified version of
the DEEP2 pipeline developed at UC Berkeley. In total, seven
SN candidates or host galaxies were observed in six clusters
using the DEIMOS spectrograph.
4.2.3. Results
We obtained redshifts for all cluster SNe and all field SNe that
were hosted by galaxies that were near the red sequence at the
corresponding redshift. Every SN was targeted for spectroscopic
follow-up with the exception of SN SCP06Q31, SN SCP05D55,
SN SCP06Z52, and SN SCP06Z53. The level of completeness
in the spectroscopic follow-up allows us to rule out obvious
AGN based on spectroscopic features. In total, 26 of the 35
supernovae targeted for spectroscopy have redshifts. We also
obtained redshifts for over 200 cluster galaxies in a subset of 16
of the 25 clusters that were used to fill the slit masks in parallel
observations.
With the exception of SN SCP06C1, all redshifts were
determined from spectroscopic features of the host galaxy.
As shown in Figure 2, it was difficult to identify the host
galaxy of SN SCP06C1 in the ACS images or in the follow-
up spectroscopy due to contamination from a much brighter
background galaxy. The well-measured spectrum of this SN
(see Figure 2) clearly identifies this supernova as a SN Ia at the
redshift of the cluster. SN SCP06C1 is assigned a confidence
index of 4 for spectroscopic classification.
The spectra of the host galaxies were generally clearly
indicative of host environment. When the photometric and
spectroscopic properties of the host indicated an early-type
galaxy (i.e., it landed on the red sequence and the spectrum lacks
obvious nebular emission lines and stellar Balmer absorption
lines), then we could classify the supernova as a SN Ia with
strong confidence. An example is shown in Figure 3. This
typing of SNe Ia in early-type galaxies is well established at
low redshift (Cappellaro et al. 1999; Hakobyan et al. 2008).
SNe that are hosted by galaxies that appear to be red-sequence
galaxies are identified in a footnote in Tables 3 and 4.
In several cases, we were able to further confirm SN type
at these high redshifts by studying the spectrum of the SN
itself. Using the spectrum for supernovae that are hosted by
bright early-type galaxies is a challenging task, as the hosts can
be several magnitudes brighter than the supernovae. In some
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Figure 3. Spectrum of SN SCP06C0, an example in which the SN was
considerably fainter than the host galaxy (black line). The solid red line is
the spectral template of an elliptical galaxy from Kinney et al. (1990). The
colors of the host of SN SCP06C0 place it within the red sequence of the cluster
(see the Appendix to see how this is defined) and the spectrum is, qualitatively,
a good match to the spectrum of an elliptical galaxy.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
observations, however, we were able to observe the supernova
when it was close to maximum light and when the host was
not too dominant. In these cases we could identify, positively
in some cases and tentatively in others, the supernova type
(see Figure 2 for an example). For these SNe, we followed
the spectroscopic analysis procedure outlined in Lidman et al.
(2005). In quite a few cases, we re-observed the host when
the supernova had faded from view. By providing a measure
of background contamination at the location of the SN, the
second set of spectroscopic observations thus facilitates the task
of subtracting the host spectrum and identifying the supernova,
as shown for SNe SCP06U4 and SCP05D0 in Figure 4. With a
best-fit spectroscopic phase of −2 days for SN SCP05D0 and
0 days for SN SCP06U4, the spectral templates are consistent
with the best-fit epoch of observation from the SN light curves.
We quantify the degree of confidence for classification of a
candidate as a SN Ia using the index described in Howell et al.
(2005). A confidence index ranging from 5 to 0 is assigned for
each SN candidate based on its spectral features and consistency
with the epoch of observation predicted by the best-fit light
curve. Candidates with 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0 are certain SN
Ia, highly probable SN Ia, probable SN Ia, unknown object,
probably not SN Ia, and not SN Ia, respectively. We report SNe
that are typed with a confidence index of 3 or higher in footnotes
to Tables 3 and 4.
SN SCP05D0 and SN SCP06U4 are both assigned a confi-
dence index of 3 for spectroscopic classification, meaning that
both are likely Type Ia and represented in the figure as SN Ia∗.
Not shown is the spectrum of SN SCP06D5 which was observed
from VLT and classified with a confidence index of 3. Similarly
classified SNe that were observed with Subaru will be presented
in Morokuma et al. (2009).
4.3. SN Yield
One of the primary goals of the HST Cluster SN Survey was
to increase the yield of high-redshift SNe relative to previous
HST surveys. Nine SNe identified at z > 0.95 came from galaxy
clusters compared to seven SNe that were discovered in the field
in the same redshift range. The program therefore demonstrates
that we more than double the number of high-redshift SNe
that would be discovered in a random field by searching in
rich cluster fields as shown in Figure 5. We obtain an even
greater enhancement of the number of SNe in red-sequence host
Figure 4. Spectra of two SNe that are heavily contaminated by the light of
the host galaxy. The three panels in each plot show, from top to bottom, the
spectrum of the supernova and the host, the spectrum of the host without SN
light, and the host-subtracted supernova spectrum in the rest frame. The best
matching nearby SNe Ia are plotted in the lowest panels in blue.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
galaxies. Six of the nine SNe hosted by red-sequence galaxies
came from clusters at z > 0.95. These SNe offer an unbiased
measure of intrinsic color and of SN properties in a specific host
environment as outlined in the survey strategy.
Each SN can be checked for dust by analyzing the host
properties relative to the cluster red sequence. The host of SN
SCP06U4 (Figure 4) is an interesting case. Here, we observe
[O ii] emission in the spectrum of a galaxy with otherwise early-
type color, morphology, and spectral features. There is evidence
(Yan et al. 2006) that those features may be coming from
quiescent red galaxies, with [O ii] emission tracing AGN activity
rather than star formation. After further tests of morphology,
color, and spectral properties of the host of SN SCP06U4 relative
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to the galaxies that comprise the red sequence of RCS234526-
3632.6, this SN may yet be included in the subsample of dust-
free environments.
For example, the survey described here provides a rich data
sample for cluster evolution and cosmology studies while the
GOODS SN survey (Riess et al. 2007) offers deep multiband
imaging for a suite of galaxy evolution studies. While the
specific value of an HST SN survey strategy must ultimately
be considered together with the value of the additional science
for the purpose of SN studies, we compare the relative yields
of these two different survey strategies. The SN searches in the
GOODS fields were not centered on rich clusters and revealed
a much lower yield of SNe hosted by early-type galaxies. In
the GOODS SN program, 360 HST orbits were used in the
initial search and more than 330 additional orbits were used to
obtain full light curves and spectral confirmation of 23 SNe at
z > 1. Six SNe with early-type hosts were discovered at z > 0.9
(Riess et al. 2007). Scaling the yield of SNe from our 219-orbit
program, we would expect to find 25 red-sequence-hosted SNe
with complete light curves in the same total number of orbits
as the GOODS program in the same redshift range. If we only
consider the ACS search visits for the two programs (360 versus
188), we would expect to discover 15 red-sequence-hosted SNe
with complete light curves in fields with rich clusters as opposed
to the six that were discovered in the GOODS survey. In the
following section, we will discuss the boost in SNe from an
astrophysical perspective, here we explain the additional gain
due to the efficiency of the survey strategy.
There are several reasons for the improved efficiency from this
new observation technique. For one, the density enhancement
of galaxies in the cluster fields provides more potential z > 0.9
SN hosts than in a blind search. This increases the percentage of
orbits in the prescheduled observations with active SN light—
67 of the 188 ACS orbits were effectively used to measure SNe
light curves in clusters compared to 54 orbits for SNe hosted
by z > 0.95 field galaxies. The shorter amount of time between
observations of a given cluster field also increases the likelihood
that a SN is discovered early in its light curve. Early discovery
enables the scheduling of a single high signal-to-noise NICMOS
observation near maximum light for constraints on color for SNe
at z < 1.3 and a full light curve of NICMOS observations for
SNe at higher redshift. Finally, the SNe can be characterized by
the evolutionary history of their red-sequence host galaxies. SNe
Ia can therefore be identified with similar confidence to high-
redshift SNe from previous programs without difficult direct
spectroscopic typing.
5. DISCUSSION: SN PRODUCTION IN CLUSTERS
The results obtained with this SN survey show qualitative
and quantitative improvements in the SN yield per orbit over
a SN survey targeting random fields. It is also important to
determine if they are consistent with the improvement expected
from the overdensity of red-sequence galaxies in the targeted
clusters. Here, we compare the distribution of cluster SNe and
the increased discovery rate to the distribution and overdensity
of red-sequence cluster members.41
We compute a measure of the red-sequence richness, Nred,
following the approach outlined in the Appendix. The pa-
rameter Nred serves as a proxy for the total stellar mass in
cluster-elliptical galaxies, and thus provides the relative density
comparisons. In another analysis (K. Barbary et al. 2010, in
preparation), we address the more detailed questions required to
compare SN production at high and low redshifts, and place con-
straints on the evolution of delay times for SNe Ia in early-type
cluster galaxies. This further analysis will include the precise de-
termination of total cluster luminosity, SN detection efficiency,
and the window of time probed during the survey.
The red-sequence richnesses and 68% uncertainties are found
in Table 1. As an example of the method, we show the results
for the z = 1.03 cluster WARP J1415.1+3612 (cluster “E” in
Table 1) in Figure 6. The red-sequence galaxies appear as a
clear overdensity for this cluster relative to the HST GOODS
(Giavalisco et al. 2004) fields.
The mean red-sequence richness of this sample of clusters
computed within a 1 Mpc radius field of view is Nred = 15.9.
This average red-sequence richness is a factor of 1.2 higher
than the number of field galaxies that would be identified as
0.9 < z < 1.5 red-sequence galaxies in an arbitrary ACS
observation. We therefore expect roughly 1.2 SNe hosted by
cluster red-sequence galaxies for every SN hosted by a random
z > 0.9 red-sequence galaxy, or 2.2 times as many red-
sequence-hosted SNe in this HST program compared to an HST
survey of random fields.
The Nred parameter serves as a proxy for cluster richness.
For comparison, we computed the total luminosity of the
cluster red-sequence galaxies relative to the field galaxies using
MAG_AUTO (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) as a first-order estimate
of total light. The overdensity in cluster luminosity relative to
the field was found to be more significant than the overdensity
represented by the Nred parameter, indicating that the Nred
parameter underestimates the cluster luminosity. Considering
that the average cluster red-sequence galaxy in this sample is
brighter than the average interloper, and given the fluctuations
expected from Poisson statistics, the ratio of six cluster red-
sequence SNe to three field red-sequence SNe discovered in
the program may be consistent with the increase that would
be expected. It is also possible that the increase is due to a
true enhancement of the SN Ia rate in cluster red-sequence
41 It should be noted that the analysis here is a specific measure of the richness
of red-sequence galaxies to illustrate the benefits of the SN survey strategy and
does not attempt to quantify the additional blue-galaxy cluster population.
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Figure 6. Red-sequence of WARP J1415.1+3612 compared to field galaxies from the GOODS data. Left: the color–magnitude diagram for galaxies in the image of
WARP J1415.1+3612. Center: the color–magnitude diagram for galaxies in a random GOODS field of the same area. In both color–magnitude diagrams, the solid
circles represent galaxies with a color and morphology expected for an early-type cluster member, the open circles represent all galaxies in the image, and the solid
line illustrates the modeled red sequence at z = 1.03. Some objects represented by open circles had colors and magnitudes near the red sequence but did not have
morphologies consistent with an elliptical galaxy. Other objects had a morphology consistent an elliptical galaxy but did not lie near the model red sequence. Right:
histogram of the red-sequence members and interlopers. The solid line represents galaxies within 0.1 mag of the red sequence in WARP J1415.1+3612 and the dashed
line represents an estimate of interlopers derived from the GOODS fields.
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Figure 7. Upper panel: cumulative distribution of red-sequence galaxies in all
25 clusters with 21 < z850 < 24 selected (solid line) and SNe (dashed line and
solid circles). Lower panel: the solid line represents the surface density as a
function of distance from the cluster center of galaxies with 21 < z850 < 24
selected to lie on the red sequence for the complete sample of 25 clusters in this
program. The dashed line represents the surface density of galaxies satisfying
the same criteria in the GOODS data. The histogram represents the surface
density of cluster SNe from this program. Because some of the cluster volume
may lie outside the field, surface densities are computed from the number of
pixels in the stacked ACS images within a distance r from the cluster center.
galaxies relative to field red-sequence galaxies, as recently
found at low redshift by Mannucci et al. (2008). A more
detailed determination of SN yield with cluster luminosity will
be reported in the aforementioned analysis of SN rates in galaxy
clusters.
The radial distribution of SNe discovered in clusters is shown
in Table 3. Although only 27.7% of the ACS field of view lies
within 1′ of the cluster center, eight of the nine cluster hosted
SNe were found inside this radius. The high density of SN events
near the cluster core traces the distribution of red-sequence
galaxies as shown in Figure 7. Applying a Kolmogorov–
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Figure 8. Red-sequence richness as a function of redshift. Clusters that
hosted supernovae are indicated with filled symbols. Clusters that did not host
supernova are indicated with open symbols. The solid and dotted lines mark
the respective median richnesses of the two samples. The histogram represents
the distribution of richnesses for clusters that did not host an SN (open) and for
clusters that did (filled).
Smirnov statistic analysis to the cumulative distribution yields a
maximum separation D = 0.251. The probability of obtaining
this separation or larger in a sample of nine SNe is approximately
55%, demonstrating consistency between the two distributions.
Examination of the increase in yield and distribution of SNe
therefore leads us to conclude that the strategy of targeting
galaxy clusters improved the survey efficiency with HST as
expected.
A further dramatic result is shown in Figure 8—the richer
clusters were primarily responsible for the increased productiv-
ity. The median red-sequence richness of clusters producing a
SN was Nred = 20.4 while the median for clusters not producing
a SN was Nred = 12.1.
6. CONCLUSION
The strategy of targeting high-redshift galaxy clusters results
in a significant boost in the yield of high-redshift SNe. The
increased yield from cluster SNe is consistent with expectations
from the overdensity of red-sequence galaxies. Nine of the 16
SNe at z > 0.95 were discovered in galaxy clusters and six of
the nine SNe hosted by red-sequence galaxies were discovered
in the cluster environment. By doubling the number of total SNe
and tripling the number of SNe hosted by red-sequence galaxies,
the new technique of targeting massive clusters with HST has
met its first measurable goal.
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The cosmological analysis will be presented in a separate
paper with SN light curves and a new high-redshift Hubble
diagram. The new sample will be large enough to be used to-
gether with a similar sample of low and moderate redshift SNe
to begin to study the implications of host-galaxy environment
with respect to SN properties and derived cosmology. In addi-
tion, the SNe in this survey will provide improved constraints
on SN production in high-redshift clusters compared to previ-
ous studies (Gal-Yam et al. 2002; Sharon et al. 2007; Mannucci
et al. 2008; Graham et al. 2008). Finally, these deep ACS images
also enable key studies of the evolution of massive galaxies and
clusters, the measurement of cluster masses via weak lensing,
and an entire program of cluster studies. Several related parallel
analyses have already been submitted or published (Melbourne
et al. 2007; Hilton et al. 2007, 2009; Eisenhardt et al. 2008;
Barbary et al. 2009; Santos et al. 2009) using data from this
program.
The results of this program are very promising for SN surveys
using the next generation of HST instruments like the IR channel
of WFC3. The WFC3 IR field of view is 60% smaller than ACS
but still would have captured eight of the nine of the cluster
SNe discovered in the ACS program. A SN survey targeting
the same sample of galaxy clusters with WFC3 would thus be
expected to produce nearly the same yield of cluster hosted
SNe. On the other hand, a conventional SN survey that does
not target clusters would suffer a drop in yield proportional to
the loss of survey area. More massive clusters at redshifts out
to nearly z = 1.4 have been discovered in recent surveys that
were not available when the HST Cluster SN Survey took place
(e.g., Eisenhardt et al. 2008; Wilson et al. 2009; Muzzin et al.
2009). Since almost all cluster SNe were found in the richest
of the clusters targeted with ACS, a future survey targeting
these newly discovered rich clusters would lead to an even
further increase in the rate of SNe per orbit. A WFC3 survey
would also provide better sensitivity in the NIR, stretching SN
studies to higher redshifts with even better signal to noise than
was achieved with ACS. Such a program would yield a SN in
every cluster, bringing the technique to its logical conclusion as
every HST observation would be used to constrain the SN light
curve in a prescheduled search with no additional follow-up
imaging.
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APPENDIX
COMPUTING THE RED-SEQUENCE RICHNESS
To compute the red-sequence richness of clusters, we used
spectroscopically confirmed early-type galaxies from the ob-
servations discussed briefly in Section 4.2 to model the red
sequence. We identified the subsample of early-type galaxies
with no significant [O ii] emission and a redshift determined
from the Ca ii H and K absorption lines. In total, 64 early-type
galaxies from these observations were used to develop an em-
pirical model for the red sequence for the sample of 25 clusters
at these high redshifts.
We used only the photometry from the deep i775 and z850
ACS images to generate a model for the red sequence. The
photometry was performed using the SExtractor (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996) analysis package. The analysis of 19 early-type
galaxies from RDCS J1252.9-2927 (Demarco et al. 2007) and 14
from XMMU J1229.4+0151 produced an observed rms scatter
from the empirically derived red sequence of 0.043 mag and
0.048 mag, respectively. The photometry here was developed to
classify potential red-sequence SN hosts and was not optimized
to measure the intrinsic dispersion, resulting in a slightly larger
rms scatter in RDCS J1252.9-2927 than reported in Blakeslee
et al. (2003).
Assuming a 2.5 Gyr stellar population, simple stellar popu-
lations of varying metallicity were used to generate synthetic
elliptical galaxy templates (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) for the K-
corrections. For each galaxy, we chose a template with metal-
licity that produced the observed i775–z850 color and scaled that
template to match the observed z850 magnitude. These spectral
templates were redshifted and passed through the ACS response
curves (Mack et al. 2007) to generate synthetic i775 and z850 pho-
tometry for each cluster. The synthetic i775 and z850 photometry
was used to populate a color–magnitude diagram for each cluster
after correcting for luminosity distance.
Photometric catalogs were generated with the same SExtrac-
tor parameters applied to all objects in the cluster fields that
were used to obtain the photometry of the 64 galaxies that
modeled the red sequence. Objects with stellar or disk-like mor-
phologies identified by CLASS_STAR > 0.7, ELLIPTICITY
> 0.5, or FWHM_IMAGE < 3.5 pixels were excluded. For
each ACS field, the remaining galaxies in the catalog were com-
pared to the model red sequence at the redshift of the target
cluster. All galaxies with a i775–z850 color within 0.1 mag of the
model red sequence were identified as likely elliptical cluster
members. This criterion was also used to identify SN hosts as
“red-sequence” galaxies. The red sequence at the host redshift
was used as the template for cluster and non-cluster SNe.
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Many galaxy clusters host a bright cD galaxy that is often
used to define the cluster center. However, several clusters in
this sample have two bright central galaxies or no clear cD
galaxy at all. We therefore introduce a simple algorithm to define
the center of a cluster. First, we computed a rough centroid
determined by the average position of all galaxies with color
and luminosity consistent with the model red sequence. Next,
we selected the five brightest galaxies within 0.3–0.6 Mpc of the
rough center, where the exact aperture depended on the number
of red-sequence galaxies and compactness of the cluster. The
final center was chosen to minimize the square of the differences
to these five galaxies.
To estimate the number of field galaxies that appear as inter-
lopers in the red sequence, we performed an identical analysis
using the i775 and z850 images from the north and south HST
GOODS survey. The GOODS images were processed using
MultiDrizzle with the same output pixel scale as the cluster
fields. The GOODS fields were observed in two different ori-
entations distinguished by a 45◦ relative rotation. These obser-
vations roughly reproduce any point-spread function artifacts
that may be induced by the variety of telescope roll angles in
the observations of the cluster fields. Objects in the GOODS
fields that pass the selection tests described above were used to
represent the population of interloper field galaxies that would
be expected to appear in any ACS pointing.
The red-sequence richness, Nred, was determined from the
number of red-sequence galaxies inside an aperture on the
cluster center. As shown in Figure 7, the surface density of
interlopers is approximately equal to the surface density of
cluster galaxies at a distance 0.6 Mpc from the cluster center.
More than 80% of the galaxies in the composite cluster are
contained in a 0.6 Mpc radius aperture. Essentially all red-
sequence cluster members are included inside a radius of
1.0 Mpc. This aperture size is also fairly well matched to the
ACS field of view and was chosen to estimate the red-sequence
richnesses.
We sought a measure of the red-sequence richness that avoids
the Poisson noise from having very few members at the bright
end of the luminosity function. At the same time, we tried to
provide a measure that represents the clusters at all redshifts
without substantial measurement error. To do so, we anchored
the measurement at a magnitude M ′ near the faint end of the red
sequence assuming linear passive evolution with dM/dz = −1
in the rest-frame luminosity. M ′ was chosen to be near the
background dominated limit for the most distant clusters in the
sample, M ′ = 24.5 in the z850 filter at z = 1.5. For comparison,
in a model assuming passive evolution, z850 = 23.61 for L∗
at z = 1.5. The red-sequence richness was then defined as the
number of red-sequence galaxies inside a 1 Mpc aperture with
M ′ − 2 < z850 < M ′. Interloper field galaxies at other redshifts
were removed by subtracting the number of GOODS galaxies
satisfying the same cut in the same survey area. Uncertainties in
the background subtraction were estimated from the Poisson
statistics of the GOODS catalogs. The uncertainty in the
photometric redshifts of ISCS J1433.8+3325 and RCS033750-
2844.8 could impact the measurements of Nred. To test for
additional systematic errors, Nred was computed for these two
clusters at a redshift of z = zphot ± 0.1. The measurements
did not indicate any significant deviation from the uncertainties
estimated from the GOODS catalogs.
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